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Abstract
We address a fundamental issue in the nonparametric inference for systems of interacting particles: the
identifiability of the interaction functions. We prove that the interaction functions are identifiable for a class
of first-order stochastic systems, including linear systems with general initial laws and nonlinear systems
with stationary distributions. We show that a coercivity condition is sufficient for identifiability and becomes
necessary when the number of particles approaches infinity. The coercivity is equivalent to the strict positivity
of related integral operators, which we prove by showing that their integral kernels are strictly positive definite
by using Mu¨ntz type theorems.
Keywords: interacting particle systems, nonparametric regression, positive-definite kernel, positive
operator, identifiability
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1 Introduction
Dynamical systems of interacting particles or agents are widely used in many areas in science and engi-
neering, such as physics [1], biology [2], social science [3, 4]; we refer to [5, 6] for reviews. With the recent
advancement of technology in data collection and computation, inference of such systems from data has
attracted increasing attention [7, 8, 9]. In general, such systems are high-dimensional and there is no natural
parametric form for the interaction laws, so their inference tends to be statistically and computationally in-
feasible due to the curse of dimensionality. When the particles interact according to a function that depends
only on pairwise distances, one only needs to estimate such interaction function, opening the possibility of
statistically and computationally efficient inference techniques [10, 11, 12]. However, a fundamental chal-
lenge arises: the interaction function may be non-identifiable, because its values are under-determined from
the observation data consisting of trajectories. To ensure the identifiability of the interaction function, a
coercivity condition is introduced in [10, 11, 12]. In this study, we show that the coercivity condition is
sufficient for the identifiability, that it becomes necessary when the number of particles goes to infinity, and
that it holds true for linear systems and for a class of three-particle nonlinear systems with a stationary
distribution.
More precisely, we consider a first-order stochastic gradient system of interacting particles in the form$’’&’’%
dXti “
1
N
ÿ
1ďjďN,j‰i
φp|Xtj ´Xti|q
Xtj ´Xti
|Xtj ´Xti|
dt` σdBti, for i “ 1, . . . , N,
X0 „ µ0,
(1.1)
where Xti P Rd represents the position of particle i at time t, tBtiuNi“1 are independent Brownian motions
in Rd representing the random environment, | ¨ | denotes the Euclidean norm, σ ą 0 is the strength of the
noise. Without loss of generality, we assume σ “ 1 in (1.1). The function φ : R` “ r0,8q Ñ R models the
pairwise interaction between particles, which is referred to as the interaction function. We assume that the
initial condition X0 has an exchangeable absolutely continuous distribution µ0 on the state space R
dN , that
is, the joint distribution of pX0i1 , . . . ,X0iN q is µ0 for any ordering of the index set ti1, . . . , iNu “ t1, . . . , Nu.
As a consequence, combining with the fact that the system is equivalent under permutations of the indices
of the agents, the distribution of Xt is exchangeable for any t P r0, T s.
We consider the identifiability of the interaction function φ from many independent trajectories on a
time interval r0, T s, denoted by tXr0,T s,muMm“1, in the likelihood-based nonparametric inference setting. We
focus on the case of infinitely many trajectories (i.e. M “ 8) for our analysis. Clearly, the function space
for inference must depend on the information from the process defined by the system (1.1), and in particular
we can hope to estimate the interaction function only on the interval explored by pairwise distances. A
natural choice is the space L2psρT q (or a subspace thereof), where sρT is the average-in-time distribution of
all the pairwise distances t|Xti ´Xtj |, t P r0, T suNi,j“1. By the exchangeability of the distribution of Xt, the
distribution ρt of |Xti ´Xtj | is the same for all pi, jq pairs (which is why we may abuse notation and avoid
writing ρt,i,j), thus sρT can be written as
sρT pdrq :“ 1
T
ż T
0
ρtpdrqdt, with ρtpdrq :“ Erδp|Xti ´Xtj | P drqs, (1.2)
In other words, sρT is the average of the measures tρt, t P r0, T su. Note that sρT depends on both the initial
distribution and the interaction function φ.
We define the identifiability of the interaction function as follows.
Definition 1.1 (Identifiability). The interaction function φ of the system (1.1), which defines the process
Xr0,T s, is said to be identifiable in a linear subspace H of L2psρT q, if it is the unique maximizer of the
expectation of the log-likelihood ratio of the process.
In practice, the above identifiability requires a unique global maximizer for the expectation of the log-
likelihood ratio (a functional on the high- or infinite-dimensional subspace H, see Section 2.1 for details),
which is difficult to verify. The following coercivity condition, introduced in [10, 11, 12, 13], provides an
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appealing alternative because it can be numerically verified from data. It ensures the uniqueness of the
maximizer of the empirical likelihood ratio on finite dimensional hypothesis spaces by ensuring the Hessian
to be strictly negative definite.
Definition 1.2 (Coercivity condition on a time interval). The system (1.1) on r0, T s is said to satisfy
a coercivity condition on a finite-dimensional linear subspace H Ă L2pρ¯T q with ρ¯T defined in (1.2) if
cH,T :“ inf
hPH, }h}L2p sρT q“1
1
T
ż T
0
Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
sdt ą 0, (1.3)
where rtij “Xti´Xtj. When H Ď L2psρT q is infinite-dimensional, we say that the system satisfies a coercivity
condition on H if the coercivity condition holds on each finite dimensional linear subspace of H.
The coercivity condition on H defined here is slightly different than the previous one in [11, 12, 13],
which requires cH,T ` 1N´2 ą 0 and ensures the uniform concavity of the expectation of the log-likelihood
ratio. This new definition has the advantage of being independent of N , and requires a positive coercivity
constant cH,T only on each finite-dimensional hypothesis space H, rather than on any compact set of L
2pρ¯T q,
making it suitable for studying the mean-field limit when N Ñ 8. This new definition also highlights the
dependence on the joint distribution of prt12, rt12q only, and the connection with positive integral operators
(see Section 2.2). A drawback is that it can be slightly more restrictive than the previous one for finite N ,
with such difference vanishing as N Ñ8 (see Remark 2.3 for details).
We show that the coercivity condition is sufficient for the identifiability, and it holds for certain classes
of interaction functions, including φprq “ r2β´1 with β P r 1
2
, 1s:
Theorem 1.3. Consider the system (1.1) on r0, T s with interaction function φ, and the average distribution
of the pairwise distances between particles sρT as in (1.2).
(a). The interaction function φ is identifiable in a linear subspace H of L2psρT q if the coercivity condition
holds on H.
(b). The coercivity condition holds on L2psρT q if φprq “ θr, i.e. when the system is linear, and the initial
distribution µ0 of X
0 is a non-degenerate exchangeable Gaussian.
(c). The coercivity condition holds on L2psρT q for nonlinear systems with three particles and with the fol-
lowing interaction functions and initial distribution:
1. the interaction function φ is of the form
φprq “ Φ1prq, where Φprq :“ ar2β ` Φ0prq, a ą 0, β P r1
2
, 1s, (1.4)
where Φ0 P C2pR`,Rq satisfies that fpu, vq :“ Φ0p|u ´ v|q : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R is a negative definite
function and that limrÑ8Φprq “ `8;
2. the joint probability density of pX01 ´X02,X01 ´X03q is (with Z being a normalizing constant)
ppu, vq “ 1
Z
e´
1
3
rΦp|u|q`Φp|v|q`Φp|u´v|qs, (1.5)
i.e., an invariant density of the process pXt1 ´Xt2,Xt1 ´Xt3q.
Part (a) of Theorem 1.3 is proved in Proposition 2.1. In addition to being sufficient for identifiability, the
coercivity condition also becomes necessary when N , the number of particles in the system, is infinity. In
particular, the coercivity constant cH,T in (1.3) is independent of N and it depends only on the distribution
of the process pXt1 ´Xt2,Xt1 ´Xt3q. We prove Part (b) in Theorem 3.6 and Part (c) in Theorem 4.1.
We show that the coercivity condition is equivalent to the strict positivity of an integral operator arising
from the expectation in (1.3) (see Section 2.2). Then, to prove the strict positivity of the operator, we show
that its integral kernel is strictly positive-definite, by introducing a series representation of the integral kernel
and resorting to Mu¨ntz-type theorems for the completeness of polynomials in L2psρT q (see Section 3). In
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particular, in the treatment of nonlinear systems, we develop a “comparison to a Gaussian kernel” technique
(Section 4.2-4.3) to prove the strictly positive-definiteness of integral kernels.
This study serves as a starting point towards understanding the identifiability of the interaction function
for particle or agent systems. While providing a full characterization for linear systems, i.e., the coercivity
condition holds for general initial distributions, Theorem 1.3 provides limited results for nonlinear systems,
covering only stationary initial distribution for systems with N “ 3 particles and with polynomial dominated
interaction functions. The constraint N “ 3 arises because our series representation of the integral kernel is
based on the explicit expression of the joint distribution of prt12, rt13q, which is currently unknown to us when
N ą 3, albeit we are hopeful to eventually be able to remove this constraint in future work. The constraint
of stationary initial distribution may be removable by perturbation-type arguments. Future directions of
research include, to name just a few, first-order nonlinear systems with more general interaction functions
that are regular [9, 11] or singular [14, 15], second-order systems and systems with multiple types of particles
or agents [12], and mean-field equations [16, 17, 18].
Positive-definite integral kernels play an increasingly prominent role in many applications in science, in
particular in statistical learning theory and in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) representations
[19, 20, 21]. As a by-product, our results lead to a new class of positive-definite integral kernels from particle
systems, and our technique of comparison to a Gaussian kernel may be of broader interest, for example in
establishing identifiability of statistical learning problems.
The organization of the paper is as follows: we summarize in Table 1 the frequently used notations.
In Section 2, we introduce the coercivity conditions in inference, and establish the connections between
identifiability, the coercivity condition and positive integral operators. In Section 3 we prove the coercivity
condition for linear systems and Section 4 is devoted to a class of three-particle nonlinear systems with
stationary distributions. We list in Section A the preliminaries, such as properties of positive-definite kernels,
a Mu¨ntz-type theorem on the half-line, and a stationary measure for gradient systems.
Table 1: Notations
Notation Description
φ and ϕ the true and, respectively, a generic interaction function
Φ the true interaction potential, such that Φ1prq “ φprq as in (1.4)
Xti and X
r0,T s position of the i-th particle at time t and, resp., trajectory on r0, T s
rtij “Xti ´Xtj position difference from particle j to particle i at time t
ρt and sρT probability distribution of |rt12| and, resp., its average on [0,T ] in (1.2)
L2pρtq and L2psρT q the function spaces L2pR`, ρtq and L2pR`, sρT q
ptpu, vq and ppu, vq the joint density of prt12, rt13q and, resp., the stationary density, as in (1.5)
2 The coercivity conditions and strictly positive integral operators
In the context of likelihood-based nonparametric inference of the interaction function, we show that the
coercivity condition is sufficient for identifiability, and it is equivalent to the strict positive-definiteness of
an integral operator. Also, we introduce a coercivity condition at a single time, which suggests that the
interaction function can be identifiable from many samples at a single time.
In vector format, we can write the system (1.1) as
dXt “ ´∇JφpXtqdt` dBt (2.1)
where Xt :“ pXtiqNi“1 P RNd, and the potential function Jφ : RNd Ñ R is
Jφpxq “ 1
2N
Nÿ
i,j“1,j‰i
Φp|xi ´ xj |q, x P RNd, with Φ1prq “ φprq. (2.2)
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Since the pairwise potential Φ in (1.4) is C2pR`q and limrÑ8Φprq “ 8, the drift term in (2.1) is locally
Lipschitz and the total potential Jφ is a Lyapunov function for the system. Thus, a global solution exists (see
e.g. [22, Theorem 1.3]). For the existence and properties of the solutions in systems with singular potentials,
we refer to [23, 14, 15] and the reference therein.
2.1 Identifiability and the coercivity condition
Consider the likelihood-based inference of the interaction function φ from observation data consisting of
many independent trajectories tXr0,T s,muMm“1. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is a maximizer of
the log-likelihood ratio of these trajectories over a hypothesis space H:
pφH,M :“ argmax
ϕPH
EM pϕq, with EM pϕq :“ 1
M
Mÿ
m“1
EXr0,T s,mpϕq
where EXr0,T s,mpϕq denotes the average log-likelihood ratio of the trajectory Xr0,T s,m, which is given, by the
Girsanov theorem (see e.g. [24, Section 1.1.4] and [25, Section 3.5]), by
EXr0,T spϕq “ ´
1
2TN
ż T
0
`|∇JϕpXtq|2dt` 2x∇JϕpXtq, dXty˘ . (2.3)
Note that EM p¨q is a quadratic functional. When H is a finite dimensional linear space, EM p¨q becomes a
quadratic function on H, and an estimator pφH,M can be obtained by solving a least squares problem (which
has multiple solutions if the matrix of the normal equations is singular.
A key assumption in the definition of MLE is the uniqueness of the maximizer of the log-likelihood ratio
EM p¨q. When M Ñ8, by the Law of Large Numbers,
EEXr0,T spϕq “ lim
MÑ8
EM pϕq a.s.,
and the uniqueness assumption leads to the identifiability in Definition 1.1: the interaction function is
identifiable if it is the unique maximizer of the expectation of the log-likelihood ratio.
The coercivity condition in Definition 1.2 can be readily verified from data on any finite dimensional space
H and it provides guidance on the choice of basis functions for H. In fact, with the choice of an orthonormal
basis for H Ă L2psρT q, the coercivity constant cH,T provides a lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of the
normal matrix [12, 13], thus ensuring the uniqueness of the estimator. More importantly, if the coercivity
condition holds true, the estimator is proved to be consistent and converge at a rate (in M) equal to the
minimax rate of nonparametric regression in 1 dimension (see [12, Theorem 5–6] and [13, Theorem 3.1–
3.2]), and the estimation errors can be, under possibly further assumptions, dimension independent (see [12,
Theorem 9]).
The next proposition shows that the coercivity condition is sufficient for the identifiability and it also
becomes necessary when the number of particles in the system goes to infinity. This implies Theorem 1.3(a).
Proposition 2.1. Consider the system (1.1) on r0, T s with interaction function φ. Let sρT be as defined in
(1.2). Then, the interaction function is identifiable on a subspace H Ă L2psρT q if and only if
1
T
ż T
0
Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
sptqdt ą ´ 1
N ´ 2}h}
2
L2psρT q, for all h ‰ 0 P H. (2.4)
Thus, it is identifiable on a linear subspace H Ă L2psρT q if the coercivity condition holds on H. Furthermore,
when N Ñ8, the interaction function is identifiable on L2psρT q if and only if the coercivity condition holds
on L2psρT q.
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Proof. Noting that dXt “ ´∇JφpXtqdt` dBt and that Jϕ is linear in ϕ, we haveż T
0
|∇JϕpXtq|2dt` 2x∇JϕpXtq, dXty
“
ż T
0
|∇JϕpXtq|2dt´ 2x∇JϕpXtq,∇JφpXtqydt` x∇JϕpXtq, dBty
“
ż T
0
|∇Jϕ´φpXtq|2dt´ |∇JφpXtq|2dt` x∇JϕpXtq, dBty,
where the last inequality follows from completing the squares. Note first that from (2.3) with ϕ “ φ we have
EEXr0,T spφq “ ´ 1TN
şT
0
|∇JφpXtq|2dt. Then, the expectation of the negative log-likelihood ratio in (2.3) is
EEXr0,T spϕq “ ´
1
2TN
ż T
0
E|∇Jϕ´φpXtq|2dt´ EEXr0,T spφq. (2.5)
Thus, φ is the unique maximizer of EEXr0,T sp¨q on H, i.e., is identifiable on H, if and only if
1
TN
ż T
0
E|∇JhpXtq|2dt ą 0 (2.6)
whenever h “ ϕ´ φ ‰ 0 in H.
Also, by exchangeability, with notation rtji “Xtj ´Xti, we have
1
N
E|∇JhpXtq|2 “
Nÿ
i“1
1
N3
Nÿ
j,k“1,
j‰i,k‰i
Erhp|rtji|qhp|rtki|q
xrtji, rtkiy
|rtji||rtki|
slooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
Iijkptq
“ pN ´ 1qrpN ´ 2qI123 ` I122s
N2
,
where the equality follows from that Iijk “ I123 for all triplets tpi, j, kq, j ‰ i, k ‰ i, j ‰ ku, contributing
NpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q copies of I123; and that Iijk “ I122 for all for all triplets tpi, j, kq, j “ k ‰ iu, contributing
NpN ´ 1q copies of I122. Therefore,
1
TN
ż T
0
E|∇JhpXtq|2dt “ pN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
N2
1
T
ż T
0
I123ptqdt` N ´ 1
N2
1
T
ż T
0
I122ptqdt. (2.7)
Then, Eq.(2.4) is equivalent to Eq.(2.6) by noting that 1
T
şT
0
I122ptqdt “ 1T
şT
0
Erhp|rt12|q2sdt “ }h}2L2psρT q.
If the coercivity condition holds on H, i.e. 1
T
şT
0
Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q xr
t
12
,rt
13
y
|rt
12
||rt
13
| sptqdt ě cH,T }h}2L2psρT q for all
h P H, so Eq.(2.4) holds and φ is identifiable on H.
When N Ñ 8, by (2.5), the maximizer is unique iff (together with (2.7))
lim
NÑ8
1
TN
ż T
0
E|∇JhpXtq|2dt “ 1
T
ż T
0
Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
sptqdt ą 0,
for each h ‰ 0 P H. Hence, for any finite dimensional linear subspace H, Eq.(1.3) holds. Thus, identifiability
on L2psρT q is equivalent to the coercivity condition on L2psρT q when N Ñ8.
Remark 2.2. When the related integral operator introduced below is compact and strictly positive (see Re-
mark 2.6), the coercivity constant cH,T will converge to zero as the dimension of H increases to infinity,
because it is the smallest eigenvalue of the integral operator on H Ă L2psρT q . Thus, when performing non-
parametric inference of the interaction function, even when the coercivity condition holds true on L2psρT q,
regularization becomes necessary to control the condition number of the normal matrix when the dimension
of the hypothesis space H becomes large [11, 12, 13].
Remark 2.3. The coercivity in Definition 1.2 is sightly more restrictive than the one in the previous studies
[11, 12, 13], which is almost equivalent to the identifiability. More precisely, the definition in [13, Definition
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3.1] says that the coercivity condition holds on a set H if there is a positive constant cH such that
cH}ϕ}L2psρT qď 12NT
ż T
0
Nÿ
i“1
E|∇JϕpXtq
ˇˇ2
dt. (2.8)
for all ϕ P H. This is almost the identifiability in (2.6), except requiring a uniform bound cH over H.
Definition 1.2 is more restrictive than the previous one in the sense that its coercivity constant cH,T in (1.3)
may be zero while the constant cH above is positive, as in (2.9) below. In fact, by (2.7) with h replaced by ϕ
and the fact that 1
T
şT
0
I122ptqdt “ }ϕ}2L2psρT q, we can write (2.8) as
cH}ϕ}L2psρT qďpN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q2N2
1
T
ż T
0
I123ptqdt` N ´ 1
2N2
}h}2L2psρT q
ðñ pcH ´ N ´ 1
2N2
q}ϕ}L2psρT q ď pN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q2N2
1
T
ż T
0
I123ptqdt,
Combining with (1.3), we obtain
cH ´ N ´ 1
2N2
ď pN ´ 1qpN ´ 2q
2N2
cH,T . (2.9)
Hence, we can have cH,T ď 0 while having 0 ă cH ď pN´1qpN´2q2N2 cH,T ` N´12N2 . When N Ñ 8, we have cH ď
cH,T and the two definitions are equivalent. Definition 1.2 has the advantage of providing a coercivity constant
independent of N . Also, by requiring a positive coercivity constant cH,T only on each finite-dimensional
hypothesis space H, it can hold on infinite dimensional spaces such as L2psρT q when N Ñ8, while the previous
definition can not. Thus, the new definition is suitable for studying the identifiability of the interaction
function in the mean-field equation.
While numerically easy to verify, the above coercivity condition on a time interval is difficult to analyze
directly, because it involves the average-in-time distribution sρT which is complicated in general, unless it is
an invariant measure of the system, either when the system starts from the invariant measure, or when we
consider the large time limit. The following single-time version of the coercivity condition can be analyzed
directly, and involves only the single-time distribution ρt.
Definition 2.4 (Coercivity condition at time t). The dynamical system (1.1) is said to satisfy the co-
ercivity condition at time t on a linear subspace H Ă L2pρtq, where ρt is defined in (1.2), if
cHptq :“ inf
hPH, }h}L2pρtq“1
Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
s ą 0, (2.10)
where rtij “Xti´Xtj. If the coercivity condition holds true on every finite dimensional subspace H Ă L2pρtq,
we say the system satisfies the coercivity condition on L2pρtq at time t.
Similar to Proposition 2.1, if the coercivity condition holds on H at t0, then the interaction function can
be identified on H from a large size of samples at time t0. This explains the observation in [11, 12, 13] that
the interaction function can be learned from multiple very short-time trajectories.
2.2 Relation to strictly positive integral operators
We show in this subsection that the coercivity condition on an interval r0, T s (or at single-time t) discussed
above is equivalent to the strict positivity of related integral operators on L2psρT q (or L2pρtq).
Recall that a linear operator Q on a Hilbert space H is positive if xQf, fy ě 0 for any f P H . It is said
to be strictly positive if xQf, fy ą 0 whenever f ‰ 0 P H. Hereafter, by an integral operator Q with kernel
K on L2pρq, we mean the bounded linear operator defined by
rQhsprq “
ż
Kpr, sqhpsqρpsqds
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for any h P L2pρq.
Proposition 2.5. The system (1.1) on r0, T s satisfies the coercivity condition on L2psρT q iff the integral
operator sQT on L2psρT q with the integral kernel
sKT pr, sq : “ 1sqT prqsqT psq prsqd´1 1T
ż T
0
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
xξ, ηyptprξ, sηqdξdηdt (2.11)
is strictly positive, where sqT prq denotes the density of the measure sρT and ptpu, vq denotes the density function
of the random vector prt12, rt13q.
Proof. By definition, we have
r sQThsprq “ ż sKT pr, sqhpsqsρT psqds. (2.12)
Note first that for any h, g P L2psρT q, by a change of variable to the polar coordinates, we have
1
T
ż T
0
Erhp|rt12|qgp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
sdt “ 1
T
ż T
0
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hpuqgpvqxu, vy|u||v| ptpu, vqdudvdt
“ 1
T
ż T
0
ż
R`
ż
R`
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
hprqgpsqpprξ, sηqxξ, ηyprsqd´1dξdηdrdsdt
“
ż
R`
ż
R`
sKT pr, sqhprqgpsqsρT pdrqsρT pdsq “ x sQTh, gyL2psρT q. (2.13)
Then, to show the equivalence between the strictly positive-definiteness of sQT and the coercivity condition
on L2psρT q, it suffices to note that by the above equality, the coercivity constant in (1.3) satisfies
cH,T “ inf
hPH, }h}L2p sρT q“1
x sQTh, hyL2psρT q ą 0,
for any finite dimensional linear subspace H Ă L2psρT q.
Remark 2.6. It follows from (2.13) that sQT is a symmetric bounded linear operator on L2psρT q:
x sQTh, gyL2psρT q ď 1T
ż T
0
Erhp|rt12|qgp|rt13|qsdt ď }h}L2psρT q}g}L2psρT q,
where the second inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that 1
T
şT
0
Erhp|rt12|q2sdt “
}h}2
L2psρT q. When the integral kernel sKT is in L2psρT bsρT q, the operator sQT is compact and its eigen-functions
form an orthonormal basis of L2psρT q. Then, for any linear subspace H P L2psρT q, the coercivity constant
cH,T is the smallest eigenvalue of sQT on H.
Similarly, we have the following proposition for the coercivity condition at a single time.
Proposition 2.7. The system (1.1) satisfies the coercivity conditions on L2pρtq at time t iff the integral
operator Qt with kernel
Ktpr, sq :“ 1
qtprqqtpsq prsq
d´1
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
xξ, ηyptprξ, sηqdξdη. (2.14)
is strictly positive on L2pρtq, where qt denotes the density of the measure ρt and ptpu, vq denotes the density
function of the random vector prt12, rt13q.
Proof. Note that
E
„
hp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|

“
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
hprqhpsqKtpr, sqρtpdrqρtpdsq “ xQth, hyL2pρtq. (2.15)
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Then, cHptq “ infhPH, }h}L2pρtq“1xQth, hyL2pρtq. Hence, Qt is strictly positive iff cHptq ą 0 for any finite
dimensional linear subspace H Ă L2pρtq.
The positivity of Qt on L
2pρtq will be proved in later sections by showing that its integral kernel Kt is
strictly positive-definite, using the special structure of ptpu, vq (the density function of the random vector
prt12, rt13q). However, the positivity of sQT on on L2psρT q can not be proved in the same way because the
kernel sKT in (2.11) involves the average of ptpu, vq. The following proposition shows that, while Qt andsQT are defined on different spaces (unless ρt is the same as sρT ), the strict positivity of Qt for all t P r0, T s
implies the positivity of sQT .
Proposition 2.8. The integral operator sQT on L2psρT q with kernel sKT in (2.11) is strictly positive on H if
the family of operators Qt on L
2pρtq with kernel Kt in (2.14) is strictly positive for each t P r0, T s.
Proof. Note that a combination of (2.13) and (2.15) leads to
x sQTh, hyL2psρT q “ 1T
ż T
0
xQth, hyL2pρtqdt. (2.16)
For any h ‰ 0, we have xQth, hyL2pρtq ą 0 for all t because Qt is strictly positive. Thus, x sQTh, hyL2psρT q ą 0.
This implies that sQT is strictly positive on L2psρT q.
Remark 2.9. If we let H Ď CbpR`q, then sQT is strictly positive on H if Qt is non-negative for each
t P r0, T s and strictly positive on H for some t0 P r0, T s, because the integrand gptq “ xQth, hyL2pρtq in
(2.16) is continuous in time t for each h P H. Indeed, note that ErfpXtqs is continuous in t for any
f P CbpRNd,Rq because Xt is a diffusion process whose density satisfies the Kolmogorov forward equation.
Thus, for any function h P CbR`, the function fpXtq :“ hp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q xr
t
12
,rt
13
y
|rt
12
||rt
13
| is continuous and bounded,
so xQth, hyL2pρtq “ ErfpXtqs in (2.15) is continuous in t P r0, T s.
3 The case of linear systems
We prove in this section that the coercivity condition holds true for linear systems with general non-
degenerate exchangeable Gaussian, covering Theorem 1.3(b). We start with a macro-micro decomposition
(with the average position of all particles Xtc being the macro-state and with Y
t “ Xt ´Xtc being the
micro-state) to transform the system into a system of decentralized positions, which is ergodic. Then, we
prove the coercivity condition when the initial distribution has a special structure similar to the covariance
of the invariant measure (see Theorem 3.3), by using a series representation of the integral kernel and by a
Mu¨ntz-type theorem about polynomials with even degrees being dense in L2pR`, µq for a proper µ. Lastly,
we prove the coercivity condition for general initial distributions by extending the arguments to non-radial
interaction kernels (see Theorem 3.6).
3.1 A macro-micro decomposition
We first consider linear systems for which we have φprq “ θr with θ ą 0 (i.e., Φprq “ 1
2
θr2, a quadratic
potential). The system (1.1) can be written as
dXt “ ´θAXtdt` dBt, (3.1)
where the matrix A P RNdˆNd is given by (with Id being the identity matrix on Rd)
A “ 1
N
¨˚
˚˝˚pN ´ 1qId ´Id ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Id´Id pN ´ 1qId ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Id
...
...
. . .
...
´Id ´Id ¨ ¨ ¨ pN ´ 1qId
‹˛‹‹‚. (3.2)
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It is straightforward to see that A2 “ A, and that the matrix A has eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity pN ´ 1qd
and eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity d (with a null space tx “ cpv,v, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vq : c P R,v P Rdu).
By a macro-micro decomposition of the system as in [26, 27], the next lemma shows that the center of the
particles moves like a Brownian motion, and the particles concentrate around the center with a distribution
close to Gaussian.
Lemma 3.1. (i) The solution Xt of Eq.(3.1) can be explicitly written as
Xt “ e´θtAX0 `
ż t
0
e´θpt´sqAdBs `Xtc, (3.3)
where Xtc “ pvt,vt, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vtq1 with vt :“ 1N
řN
i“1 X
t
i “ 1N
řN
i“1pX0i `Btiq.
(ii) Conditional on X0, the centralized process
Y t “Xt ´Xtc
is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with distribution N
`
e´θtAX0, 1
2θ
p1´ e´θtqA˘ for each t. In particular, if
X0 is Gaussian with variance Σ, then for each t, Y t has a distribution N
`
0, e´2θtAΣA` 1
2θ
p1´ e´θtqA˘.
Proof. The fact that vt :“ 1
N
řN
i“1X
t
i “ 1N
řN
i“1pX0i `Btiq follows directly from the equation
dvt “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
dXti “
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
dBti.
Next, note that Y t “Xt ´Xtc “ AXt and
dY t “ AdXt “ ´θA2Xtdt`AdBt “ ´θY tdt`AdBt,
where we used A2 “ A in the third equality. Therefore, pY tq is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
Y t “ e´θtY 0 `
ż t
0
e´θpt´sqAdBs.
Therefore, conditional on X0, with Y 0 “ AX0 and A2 “ A, we have that the distribution of Y t is
N
`
e´θtAX0, 1
2θ
p1 ´ e´θtqA˘ and that Xt “Xtc ` Y t can be written as in (3.3).
If the initial distribution X0 is exchangeable, then ErY 0s “ AErX0s “ 0 because ErX0i s “ ErX0j s for
any pi, jq. Thus, if X0 is Gaussian and exchangeable, then Y t is Gaussian with mean 0. The variance of
Y t follows directly from the above integral representation.
3.2 Coercivity condition for linear systems
We begin with a technical lemma for generic Gaussian random vectors. We denote by covpX,Y q the
covariance of X and Y , with the convention that covpXq “ covpX,Xq.
Lemma 3.2. Let pX,Y, Zq be a Gaussian vector in R3d with an exchangeable joint distribution and covpXq´
covpX,Y q “ λId for some λ ą 0. Denote pλpu, vq the joint distribution of pX ´Y,X´Zq and denote ρλ the
distribution (and qλprq the density function) of |X ´ Y |. Then
(i) The function Kλpr, sq : R` ˆ R` Ñ R defined by
Kλpr, sq :“ 1
qλprqqλpsq prsq
d´1
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
xξ, ηypλprξ, sηqdξdη (3.4)
is uniformly bounded and is in L2pρλ b ρλq.
(ii) The integral operator Qλ with kernel Kλ is strictly positive on L2pρλq, i.e., for any 0 ‰ h P L2pρλq,
xQλh, hyL2pρλq “ E
„
hp|X ´ Y |qhp|X ´ Z|q xX ´ Y,X ´ Zy|X ´ Y ||X ´ Z|

ą 0. (3.5)
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Proof. We start with explicit expressions for pλpu, vq, ρλprq and Kλpr, sq. By exchangeability, the ran-
dom vector pX ´ Y,X ´ Zq is centered Gaussian with covariance matrix λ
ˆ
2Id Id
Id 2Id
˙
, whose inverse is
1
3λ
ˆ
2Id ´Id
´Id 2Id
˙
. Thus, the joint distribution is
pλpu, vq “ p2
?
3piλq´de´cλp|u|2`|v|2´xu,vyq, with cλ “ 1
3λ
,
and a direct computation yields that the density of |X ´ Y | is
qλprq “ 1
Cλ
rd´1e´
r2
4λ1rě0, with Cλ “ 1
2
p4λq d2 Γpd
2
q,
where the constant Γpd
2
q comes from the surface area of the unit sphere in Rd: |Sd´1| “ 2pid{2
Γp d
2
q .
Then, the integral kernel in (3.4) can be written as
Kλpr, sq “ Cde´ 112λ pr
2`s2q
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
xξ, ηyecλrsxξ,ηy dξdη|Sd´1|2 , with Cd “ p
?
3
2
q´d.
Here when d “ 1, the above spherical measure on S0 “ t´1, 1u is interpreted as Ppξ “ 1q “ Ppξ “ ´1q “ 1
2
,
or equivalently,
ş
Sd´1
ş
Sd´1xξ, ηye
1
3λ
prsxξ,ηyq dξdη
|Sd´1|2 “ 12 pecλrs ´ e´cλrsq.
To prove (i), note that xξ, ηyecλrsxξ,ηy ď ecλrs. Then,
Kλpr, sq ď Cde´ 112λ pr2`s2q`cλrs,
and it follows that Kλpr, sq is uniformly bounded above and is in L2pρλ b ρλq.
To prove (ii), we first represent Kλpr, sq in terms a series of polynomials and then apply a Mu¨ntz-type
theorem. Note that by Taylor expansion, xξ, ηyecλrsxξ,ηy “ ř8k“1 1pk´1q! ck´1λ prsqk´1xξ, ηyk, and that
bk “
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
xξ, ηyk dξdη|Sd´1|2
" “ 0, for odd k,
P p0, 1q, for even k,
due to symmetry. We have
Kλpr, sq “ Cde´ 112λ pr2`s2q
8ÿ
k“0
1
k!
ckλbk`1prsqk “ Cde´
1
12λ
pr2`s2q
8ÿ
k“1,k odd
1
k!
ckλbk`1prsqk´1.
Then, for any h P L2pρλq, we have
xQλh, hyL2pρλq “
ż 8
0
hprqhpsqKλpr, sqρλprqρλpsqdrds
“ Cd
8ÿ
k“1,k odd
1
k!
ckλbk`1
ˆż 8
0
hprqrk´1e´ 112λ r2ρλprqdr
˙2
ě 0.
Note that ż 8
0
hprqrk´1e´ 112λ r2ρλprqdr “ C´1λ
ż 8
0
hprqrk`d´2e´ 13λ r2dr.
By Lemma A.9, a variation of the Mu¨ntz Theorem, the space spant1, r2, r4, r6, ¨ ¨ ¨ u is dense in L2prd´1e´ 13λ r2q.
Thus, xQλh, hyL2pρλq “ 0 only if h ” 0, and Qλ is strictly positive. Eq. (3.5) follows as in Eq.(2.13).
The next theorem implies Theorem 1.3(b) under the additional assumption that the initial distribution
of X0 is exchangeable Gaussian with a covariance satisfying covpX0i q ´ covpX0i ,X0jq “ λ0Id for any 1 ď
11
i ă j ď N . Intuitively, we may decompose each component of X0 as the sum of a common variable and
an independent variable, i.e., X0i “ Zi ` W , where tZiuNi“1 are i.i.d. N p0, λ0Idq and W is a common
Gaussian random variable, and this implies that the particles are initially scattered randomly around a
random position.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the linear system (3.1) starts from X0 whose distribution is exchangeable Gaussian
with covariance satisfying covpX01q´covpX01,X02q “ λ0Id for some λ0 ą 0. Then, piq the coercivity condition
holds on L2pρtq at each time t P r0, T s as in Definition 2.4; piiq the coercivity condition holds on L2psρT q on
r0, T s as in Definition 1.2.
Proof. Let Y t “Xt ´Xtc. Note that
rtij “Xti ´Xtj “ Y ti ´ Y tj .
Thus, the coercivity conditions for the process pXtq is equivalent to those for the process pY tq.
With M :“ covpX0i ,X0jq, the covariance of X0 can be written as
Σ “
¨˚
˚˝˚M ` λ0Id M ¨ ¨ ¨ MM M ` λ0Id ¨ ¨ ¨ M
...
...
. . .
...
M M ¨ ¨ ¨ M ` λ0Id
‹˛‹‹‚.
A direct computation shows that AΣA “ λ0A for A defined in (3.2). By Lemma 3.1(ii), this spe-
cial covariance implies that the centralized process Y t “ Xt ´ Xtc has a covariance λptqA with λptq ““
e´2θtλ0 ` 12θ p1´ e´θtq
‰
. Then, pY t1, . . . ,Y tN q is exchangeable Gaussian with covariance satisfying covpY tiq´
covpY ti,Y tjq “ λptqId, particularly for the vector pY t1,Y t2,Y t3q. Then, applying Lemma 3.2 to the vector
pY t1,Y t2,Y t3q, we obtain that the integral operator Qλptq with kernel Kλptq defined in (3.4) is strictly positive
on L2pρtq for each t. In the notation of Proposition 2.7, this implies that integral operator Qt “ Qλptq with
kernel Kt “ Kλptq is strictly positive on L2pρtq. Part (i) then follows.
Since Qt is strictly positive on L
2pρtq for each t P r0, T s, so is sQT on L2psρT q by Proposition 2.8. Then,
the coercivity condition holds on L2psρT q by Proposition 2.5.
Remark 3.4. When the system is deterministic, i.e. there is no stochastic force, the coercivity conditions
hold true on L2psρT q when the initial distribution is exchangeable Gaussian with covpX0i q ´ covpX0i ,X0j q “
λ0Id. In fact, we have X
t “ e´θtAX0 ` Xtc and Y t “ e´θtAX0. Then the vector pY t1,Y t2,Y t3q is
exchangeable Gaussian with covpY tiq´covpY ti,Y tjq “ e´2θtλ0Id. The coercivity condition follows again from
Lemmas 3.2 and Proposition 2.5. In particular, it holds when the initial distribution is standard Gaussian,
i.e., the initial position of the particles are i.i.d. Gaussian.
3.3 Coercivity condition for non-radial interaction functions
The covariance constraint covpX0i q´covpX0i ,X0jq “ λ0Id in Theorem 3.3 is necessary for the above proof,
due to the need of a series representation of the radial integral kernel Kt. Here we remove this constraint
by using a series representation of the corresponding non-radial integral kernel. More importantly, we show
that the coercivity condition holds true on L2 for interaction functions that are non-radial.
More precisely, consider the system with a non-radial interaction kernel φ : Rd Ñ R,
dXti “
1
N
ÿ
1ďjďN,j‰i
φpXtj ´Xtiq
Xtj ´Xti
|Xtj ´Xti|
dt` σdBti, for i “ 1, . . . , N, (3.6)
with initial condition X0. We will extend the above coercivity condition to non-radial interaction functions.
It is straightforward to see from Section 2.1 that for non-radial interaction functions, the function space
of learning is L2pRd, sρT q or L2pRd, ρtq with
sρT pduq “ 1
T
ż T
0
ρtpduqdt, with ρtpduq “ ErδpXti ´Xtj P duqs. (3.7)
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Correspondingly, the coercivity condition is on L2pRd, sρT q or L2pRd, ρtq. For simplicity of notation, we
denote them by L2psρT q and L2pρtq.
Definition 3.5 (Coercivity condition for non-radial functions). The dynamical system (3.6) on r0, T s
with an initial condition X0 and an interaction function φ : Rd Ñ R is said to satisfy the coercivity condition
on a finite dimensional linear subspace H Ă L2psρT q, with ρ¯T defined in (3.7), if
cH,T :“ inf
hPH, }h}L2p sρT q“1
1
T
ż T
0
Erhprt12qhprt13q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
sdt ą 0, (3.8)
where rtij “ Xti ´Xtj. If the coercivity condition holds true on every finite dimensional linear subspace
H Ă L2psρT q, we say the system satisfies the coercivity condition. Similarly, we can define the coercivity
condition at a single time t on L2pρtq.
The next theorem shows that the coercivity condition holds true for the linear system when the distri-
bution of X0 is non-degenerate exchangeable Gaussian.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose the linear system (3.1) starts with an initial condition pX01, . . . ,X0N q whose distri-
bution is non-degenerate exchangeable Gaussian. Then the coercivity condition holds true at each time t ě 0,
as well as on r0, T s, in the sense of Definition 3.5.
As in the previous section, we prove the coercivity condition by showing that the corresponding integral
operator is strictly positive, based on a series representation of the non-radial integral kernel. Propositions
2.5 and 2.7 can be directly generalized to a non-radial version. We begin with the following lemma, which
is a counterpart of the Mu¨ntz-type theorem, showing that polynomials are dense in weighted L2 spaces.
Lemma 3.7. [28, Lemma 1.1] Let µ be a measure on Rd satisfyingż
ec|x|dµpxq ă 8
for some c ą 0, where |x| “ řdj“1 |xj |. Then the polynomials are dense in L2pµq.
Proposition 3.8. Let pX,Y, Zq be a Gaussian vector in R3d with an exchangeable and non-degenerate joint
distribution. Denote by ppu, vq the non-degenerate joint density of pX ´ Y,X ´Zq and by ρ the distribution
(with a density q) of X ´ Y . Then, the integral operator Q with kernel
Kpu, vq :“ 1
qpuqqpvq
xu, vy
|u||v| ppu, vq (3.9)
is strictly positive on L2pρq.
Proof. For any h, g P L2pρq, from the definition of Q and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
|xQh, gyL2pρq| “
ˇˇˇ
ErhpX ´ ZqgpX ´ ZqxX ´ Y,X ´ Zy|X ´ Y ||X ´ Z| s
ˇˇˇ
ď }h}L2pρq}g}L2pρq.
Thus, Q is a bounded operator on L2pρq. We show that Q is strictly positive by
(i) xQh, hy ě 0 for any h P L2pρq, and
(ii) xQh, hy “ 0ñ h “ 0 in L2pρq.
To prove (i), note that
xQh, hyL2pρq “
ĳ
hpuqhpvqKpu, vqρpuqρpvqdudv “
ĳ
hpuqhpvqxu, vy|u||v| ppu, vqdudv. (3.10)
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Then, by Theorem A.2, it suffices to show ppu, vq is positive-definite.
Since the joint distribution of pX,Y, Zq is exchangeable non-degenerate Gaussian, there exist a vector
µ P Rd and an invertible matrix Σ such that the distribution of each of X,Y, Z is Npµ,Σq. Decompose
Σ´1 “ LLT , and let X˜ “ LpX ´ µq, Y˜ “ LpY ´ µq, Z˜ “ LpZ ´ µq. Then, the distribution of each
of X˜, Y˜ , Z˜ is Np0, Idq and their joint distribution is exchangeable and non-degenerate. It follows that
covpX˜, Y˜ q “ covpX˜, Z˜q “ covpY˜ , Z˜q. Let Θ “ covpX˜, Y˜ q “ ErX˜Y˜ T s. Since Θ is real symmetric, it is
diagonalizable and there is a real orthonormal matrix P such that PΘPT “ diagpλ1, ..., λdq, where tλ1, ..., λdu
are eigenvalues of Θ. Note that ´1 ď λi ă 1 because the joint distribution of pX˜, Y˜ , Z˜q is non-degenerate
and covpX˜q “ covpY˜ q “ Id.
Let X 1 “ PX˜ “ LP pX ´ µq, Y 1 “ P Y˜ “ LP pY ´ µq, Z 1 “ PZ˜ “ LP pZ ´ µq. By Theorem A.2, to
prove that ppu, vq is positive-definite, it suffices to show that the density qpu, vq of pX 1 ´ Y 1, X 1 ´ Z 1q is
positive-definite. Note that the covariance matrix covpX 1 ´ Y 1, X 1 ´ Z 1q is invertible:
covpX 1 ´ Y 1, X 1 ´ Z 1q´1 “
„
2I ´ 2Θ I ´Θ
I ´Θ 2I ´ 2Θ
´1
“ 1
3
„
2Λ ´Λ
´Λ 2Λ

,
where Λ :“ diagpa1, ..., adq with ai “ 11´λi ě 12 . Thus, with a normalizing constant Cd ą 0, we have
qpu, vq “ Cd exp
`´ 1
2
pu, vqcovpX 1 ´ Y 1, X 1 ´ Z 1q´1pu, vqT ˘
“ Cd exp
˜
´ 1
3
dÿ
i“1
aipu2i ` v2i q ` 13
dÿ
i“1
aiuivi
¸
.
By Theorem A.2, qpu, vq is positive-definite.
To prove (ii), let h P L2pρq satisfy xQh, hy “ 0. We need to prove that h “ 0. Let
gjpuq : “ exp
˜
´ 1
12
dÿ
i“1
aiu
2
i
¸
hppPLq´1uq ppPLq
´1uqj
|pPLq´1u|
qpuq : “
ż
qpu, vqdv “ C 1d exp
˜
´1
4
dÿ
i“1
aiu
2
i
¸
fpu, vq : “ exp
˜
1
3
dÿ
i“1
aiuivi
¸
.
By the linear transform X ÞÑ PLpX ´ µq, we can rewrite (3.10) as
xQh, hy “ CdpC 1dq´2pdet Lq2
dÿ
j“1
ĳ
gjpuqqpuqgjpvqqpvqfpu, vqdudv.
Note that the Taylor series of fpu, vq is
fpu, vq “
8ÿ
k“0
1
k!3k
p
dÿ
i“1
aiuiviqk “
8ÿ
k“0
ÿ
i1`...`id“k
Ck,i1,...,idpu1v1qi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pudvdqid ,
where all coefficients are positive. By Fubini’s theorem,
xQh, hy “ Cdpdet Lq2
ÿ
j
ÿ
k,i1,...,id
Ck,i1,...,id
ˆż
gjpuqui11 ¨ ¨ ¨uidd qpuqdu
˙2
. (3.11)
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Thus, xQh, hy “ 0 implies that each term must be zeroż
gjpuqui11 ¨ ¨ ¨uinn qpuqdu “ 0, for any integers i1, ..., id ě 0.
Note that the measure µ defined by dµpuq :“ qpuqdu satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.7. Then the
polynomials are dense in L2pRd, qq. Also, note that gj P L2pRd, qq because |gjpuq| ď |hppPLq´1uq| andż
|hppPLq´1uq|2qpuqdu “ Er|hppPLq´1pX 1 ´ Y 1qq|2s “ Er|hpX ´ Y q|2s “ }h}2L2pρq ă 8,
where in the first equality we used the fact that qpuq is the density of X 1 ´ Y 1. Hence, gj “ 0 in L2pRd, qq
for all j, and we conclude that h “ 0 in L2pρq.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3, we only need to consider the process
Y t “Xt ´Xtc because the proof only involves rtij “Xti ´Xtj “ Y ti ´ Y tj .
By Lemma 3.1, pY t1, . . . ,Y tN q is exchangeable Gaussian. In particular, the vector pY t1,Y t2,Y t3q is ex-
changeable Gaussian on R3d. Denote by ptpu, vq the joint distribution of pY t1 ´ Y t2,Y t1 ´ Y t3q and recall
in (3.7), we denote by ρt the distribution (with qt denoting its density) of Y
t
1 ´ Y t2 and denote by sρT the
average of ρt on r0, T s (with sqT denoting its density).
By Proposition 3.8, the integral operator Qt with kernel
Ktpu, vq :“ 1
qtpuqqtpvq
xu, vy
|u||v| ptpu, vq (3.12)
is strictly positive on L2pρtq. Then it follows from the non-radial version of Proposition 2.7 that the coercivity
condition holds true for each time t.
Similar to the proof in Theorem 3.3, the coercivity on r0, T s follows from the non-radial version of
Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.8. More precisely, we would like to show that the integral operator Q¯T
with kernel
K¯T pu, vq :“ 1sqT puqsqT pvq xu, vy|u||v|
ż T
0
ptpu, vqdt
is strictly positive on L2pρ¯T q. Note that x sQTh, hyL2psρT q “ 1T şT0 xQth, hyL2pρtqdt for any h P L2psρT q, and we
just showed above that xQth, hyL2pρtq ą 0 for each t P r0, T s. Thus, sQT is strictly positive.
4 Nonlinear systems with three particles
We consider the class of nonlinear systems with interaction functions in Theorem 1.3(c), starting from
an invariant measure. Since the diffusion process pXt, t P r0, T sq has a stationary distribution, the coercivity
condition on a time instance is the same as on the time interval r0, T s, because ρT “ ρt. Thus, we simply
say that coercivity condition holds true without specifying it being at a single time or on a time interval
when the process is stationary.
Global solutions exist for the gradient system (2.1) with a potential Φprq in (1.4), because the potential
leads to a locally Lipschitz drift term and the total potential Jφ in (2.2) leads to a Lyapunov function for
the system.
The following theorem covers Theorem 1.3(c).
Theorem 4.1. The coercivity condition holds true for the system (2.1) with N “ 3 starting from an initial
condition X0 such that the joint density of pX01 ´X02,X01 ´X03q is ppu, vq in (1.5), and with Φ in (1.4).
Note that we only need the joint density of pXt1 ´Xt2,Xt1 ´Xt3q to study the coercivity condition. We
will show first that ppu, vq in (1.5) is an invariant density for pXt1´Xt2,Xt1´Xt3q when N “ 3 (see Section
4.1). Then based on the analytical expression of ppu, vq, we introduce a “comparison to Gaussian kernels”
technique, which makes extensive use of positive-definite kernels. We will prove the theorem and develop
the technique in two steps: first when Φprq “ r2β in Section 4.2 and then general Φ in Section 4.3. Due to
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the need of the above analytical form of ppu, vq, our result is limited to the case when N “ 3 and when the
initial distribution is the invariant measure (see Remark 4.4).
4.1 Stationary distribution for pairwise differences
We show first that the process of pairwise differences pXt1´Xt2,Xt1´Xt3q admits a stationary distribution.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that Φ P C2pR`,Rq and Z “ ş
Rd
ş
Rd
e´Hpu,vqdudv ă 8 for
Hpu, vq “ 1
3
rΦp|u|q ` Φp|v|q ` Φp|u´ v|qs.
Then the process prt12, rt13q “ pXt1 ´Xt2,Xt1 ´Xt3q admits ppu, vq in (1.5) as an invariant density.
Proof. Note that "
drt12 “ F prt12, rt13qdt` pdBt1 ´ dBt2q,
drt13 “ F prt13, rt12qdt` pdBt1 ´ dBt3q,
(4.1)
where the function F : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ Rd is given by
F pu, vq “ ´1
3
r2φp|u|qu` φp|v|qv ` φp|u ´ v|qpu ´ vqs,
where φprq “ Φ1prq.
The diffusion
ˆ
dBt1 ´ dBt2
dBt1 ´ dBt3
˙
has a non-degenerate covariance
ˆ
2Id Id
Id 2Id
˙
. One can then verify directly
that the distribution ppu, vq is a stationary solution to the Kolmogorov forward equation of (4.1). Alterna-
tively, for ease of computation, we show that the system (4.1) is a linear transformation of a gradient system
with homogeneous diffusion, which shares the same invariant measure. Let A “ ?2
ˆ
Id 0
1{2Id
?
3{2Id
˙
, which
satisfies AAT “
ˆ
2Id Id
Id 2Id
˙
. Then the process
ˆ
Y t1
Y t2
˙
“ A´1
ˆ
rt12
rt13
˙
is a weak solution to the system
d
ˆ
Y t1
Y t2
˙
“ A´1
˜
F pY t1,
?
2
2
Y t1 `
?
6
2
Y t2q
F p
?
2
2
Y t1 `
?
6
2
Y t2q,Y t1q
¸
dt`
˜
d rBt1
d rBt2
¸
, (4.2)
where p rBt1, rBt2q is a standard Brownian motion on R2d. Notice that Hpu, vq “ Hpv, uq and
A´1
˜
F p?2u,
?
2
2
u`
?
6
2
vq
F p
?
2
2
u`
?
6
2
v,
?
2uq
¸
“
˜
∇urHp
?
2u,
?
2
2
u`
?
6
2
vqs
∇vrHp
?
2
2
u`
?
6
2
v,
?
2uqs
¸
.
Then, it follows from Lemma A.10 that pY py1,y2q9e´2Hpy1,
?
2
2
y
1
`
?
6
2
y
2
qq is an invariant density for the
system (4.2). Therefore, the process prt12, rt13q admits ppu, vq as an invariant density.
Remark 4.3. Similarly, one can prove that the process pXt1 ´ Xt2,Xt1 ´ Xt3, . . . ,Xt1 ´ XtN q admits a
stationary density on RpN´1qd. In essence, we decompose the system into a reference particle and the relative
positions of other particle to the reference particle. This is similar to the macro-micro decomposition of the
system in [26, 17, 29, 27]. But the above transformation has the following advantage: it leads to a gradient
system with an additive white noise, and this simplifies the derivation of the stationary distribution.
Remark 4.4. Our current proof for the coercivity condition makes use of the analytical expression of the
invariant density ppu, vq of pXt1 ´ Xt2,Xt1 ´ Xt3q and of the Mu¨ntz-type theorem on R`. When N ą
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3, such an explicit form is no longer available due to the need of marginalizing the joint distribution of
pXt1 ´Xt2,Xt1 ´Xt3, . . . ,Xt1 ´XtN q:
ppu, vq “ 1
Z
fpu, vqe´ 2N rΦp|u|q`Φp|v|q`Φp|u´v|qs,
where Z is a normalizing constant and
fpu, vq “
ż
RdpN´3q
e´
2
N rřN4ďiăj Φp|r1i´r1j |q`řNl“4rΦp|r1l|q`Φp|u´r1l|q`Φp|v´r1l|qssdr14 . . . r1N .
We expect to remove the constraint N “ 3 in future research. Also, when the system starts from initial
distributions other than the invariant measure, the density of pXt1´Xt2,Xt1´Xt3q will no longer be ppu, vq.
Perturbation type arguments may help to address such cases.
4.2 Interaction potentials in form of Φprq “ r2β
We develop in this section a “comparison to Gaussian kernels” technique to prove that the coercivity
condition holds true for systems with interaction potential Φprq “ r2β for 1{2 ď β ď 1. We first prove
that ppu, vq in (1.5) is positive-definite, then prove that the integral kernel Kt is strictly positive-definite by
comparing it with the Gaussian kernel.
Lemma 4.5. Assume Φprq “ r2β . Let ppu, vq be the density function defined in (1.5).
(1) If 0 ă β ď 1, all the three kernels, Φp|u´ v|q, e´Φp|u´v|q, and ppu, vq, are positive-definite.
(2) If β ą 1, then ppu, vq is not positive-definite.
Proof. This is a generalization of Corollary 3.3.3 of [30] to the higher-dimensional case. Note that ppu, vq
is positive-definite iff e´Φp|u´v|q is positive-definite. The kernel |u ´ v|2 for u, v P Rd is a negative definite
kernel, because for any c1, . . . , cn P R, and
řn
i“1 ci “ 0,
nÿ
i,j“1
cicj |ui ´ uj |2 “
«
nÿ
i“1
ci
ff«
nÿ
j“1
cj |uj |2
ff
`
«
nÿ
j“1
cj
ff«
nÿ
i“1
cj |ui|2
ff
´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
ciui
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
“ ´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
ciui
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď 0.
By Theorem A.6, |u´ v|2β is also a negative definite kernel for any 0 ă β ď 1. By Theorem A.5, we obtain
that e´|u´v|
2β
is positive-definite, then Part (1) follows.
Now we prove Part (2). Suppose now that for some β ą 1, ppu, vq is a positive-definite kernel. Then for
any t ą 0, x1, . . . , xn P Rd and c1, . . . , cn P R, we have
nÿ
j,k“1
cjcke
´t|xj´xk|2β “
nÿ
j,k“1
cjcke
´
ˇˇˇˇ
t
1
2β xj´t
1
2β xk
ˇˇˇˇ
2β
ě 0
By Theorem A.5, the kernel |u ´ v|2β is negative definite, and by Theorem A.7, |u ´ v|β is a metric on R.
Let 0 “ p0, . . . , 0q P Rd, 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q P Rd and 2 “ p2, . . . , 2q P Rd. Note that
|0´ 1|β “ dβ2 , |0´ 2|β “ 2βdβ2 ą 2|0´ 1|β
when β ą 1. The contradiction to the triangle inequality implies Part (2).
Recall that the coercivity condition depends only on the distribution of the process prt12, rt13q. When the
process prt12, rt13q is stationary, the coercivity condition at a time instance in Definition 2.4 is equivalent to
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that of Definition 1.2. Following proposition 2.5, the coercivity condition is equivalent to the positivity of
the integral operator Q on L2pρq with kernel Kpr, sq : R` ˆ R` Ñ R defined by
Kpr, sq :“ 1
qprqqpsq prsq
d´1
ż
Sd´1
ż
Sd´1
xξ, ηypprξ, sηqdξdη, (4.3)
where ppu, vq is the stationary density defined in (1.5), and ρ denotes the distribution of |rt12| with q being its
density. For the case β “ 1 in the previous section, we witnessed that the Gaussian distribution neatly ensures
strict positivity of the integral operator through Taylor expansion of xu, vyecxu,vy. However, when β ‰ 1,
such a “quadratic structure” of the Gaussian kernel is no longer available. Using the positive-definiteness
of ´|u ´ v|2β , we uncover a quadratic structure by bounding the kernel K by another positive-definite
kernel from below and by a Gamma integral representation of the power function. We call this procedure a
“comparison to a Gaussian kernel” technique.
We start with two inequalities using positive-definiteness of integral kernels.
Lemma 4.6. Let Φi : R
d ˆ Rd Ñ R be positive-definite kernels for i “ 1, 2. Then,ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hpuqhpvqΦ1pu, vqeΦ2pu,vqdudv ě
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hpuqhpvqΦ1pu, vqdudv,ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hpuqhpvqΦ1pu, vqeΦ2pu,vqdudv ě
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hpuqhpvqΦ1pu, vqΦ2pu, vqdudv
for any h ‰ 0, as long as the integrals exist.
Proof. By Theorem A.2, Φ2pu, vqnΦ1pu, vq is positive-definite for each integer n ě 0, so for any h ‰ 0 and
n ě 0, we have ş
Rd
ş
Rd
hpuqhpvqΦ1pu, vqΦ2pu, vqndudv ą 0. Then the inequalities follow from the Taylor
expansion of eΦ2pu,vq, with the first inequality keeping only the term with n “ 0 and the second inequality
keeping only the term with n “ 1.
The following proposition is a counterpart of Lemma 3.8.
Proposition 4.7. Let β P p0, 1s and ppu, vq be a density function in (1.5) with Φprq “ r2β , i.e., ppu, vq “
1
Z
e´
2
3
p|u|2β`|v|2β`|u´v|2βq. Let ρprq be the distribution of |U | with pU, V q having a joint distribution ppu, vq.
Then, for any 0 ‰ h P L2pρq,
I “
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hp|u|qhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| ppu, vqdudv ą 0.
Proof. The factor 2
3
and the normalizing constant Z do not play a role in the above inequality, so we omit
them in the following proof. We only consider the case β ă 1, since when β “ 1, the Gaussian distribution
neatly ensures strict positivity of the integral operator through Taylor expansion of xu, vyecxu,vy. Note that
I “
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hp|u|qe´2|u|2βhp|v|qe´2|v|2β xu, vy|u||v| e
|u|2β`|v|2β´|u´v|2βdudv
“
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|uqrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| eΦ2pu,vqdudv,
where rhprq :“ hprqe´2r2β and
Φ2pu, vq :“ |u|2β ` |v|2β ´ |u´ v|2β .
By Lemma 4.5, |u´ v|2β is negative definite. Then, by Theorem A.4, Φ2pu, vq is positive-definite. Thus, by
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Lemma 4.6 with Φ1pu, vq “ xu, vy and Φ2pu, vq as above, we have
I ě
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|uqrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| `|u|2β ` |v|2β ´ |u´ v|2β˘ dudv
“ ´
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|uqrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| |u´ v|2βdudv “: rI, (4.4)
where in the equality we dropped the term |u|β ` |v|β , due to symmetry of xu, vy,ż
Rd
ż
Rd
g1p|u|qg2p|v|q xu, vy|u||v| “ 0
for any g1, g2 P L2pρq. We shall use this property several times in the following.
Next, we use Gamma function to bound rI in (4.4) from below by a Gaussian kernel as in the previous
section. Note that for any x ą 0 and β ă 1,
|u´ v|2β “ β
Γp1´ βq
ż 8
0
p1 ´ e´λ|u´v|2q dλ
λβ`1
.
Plugging this into the integral in (4.4), and using the symmetry of xu, vy again, we obtain
rI “ β
Γp1´ βq
ż 8
0
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|uqrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| pe´λ|u´v|2 ´ 1qdudv dλλβ`1
“ β
Γp1´ βq
ż 8
0
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|uqrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| e´λ|u´v|2dudv dλλβ`1
“ β
Γp1´ βq
ż 8
0
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|u|qrhp|v|qe´λp|u|2`|v|2q xu, vy|u||v| e2λxu,vydudv dλλβ`1 .
By the symmetry of xu, vy and Taylor expansion of e2λxu,vy, we have
rI “ β
Γp1 ´ βq
ż 8
0
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|u|qrhp|v|qe´λp|u|2`|v|2q xu, vy|u||v|
8ÿ
n“0
xu, vy2n`1
p2n` 1q! dudv2
2n`1λ2n´βdλ
“
8ÿ
n“0
β
Γp1 ´ βq
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
rhprqrhpsqe´λpr2`s2qprsqd`2n`1Cndrdsλ2n´βdλ,
where we denote Cn :“
ş
ξPSd´1
ş
ηPSd´1
22n`1xξ,ηy2n`2
p2n`1q! dξdη, which is positive. Thus,
rI “ 8ÿ
n“0
Cnβ
Γp1´ βq
ż 8
0
λ2n´β
„ż 8
0
rhprqe´λr2rd`2n`1dr2 dλ
ě
8ÿ
n“0
Cnβ
Γp1´ βq
ż 2
1
λ2n´βdλ
„ż 8
0
rhprqe´λr2rd`2n`1dr2 .
Note that C˜n,β “ CnβΓp1´βq
ş2
1
λ2n´βdλ ą 0 for each n ě 0. Combing all the above, we have
I ě
8ÿ
n“0
C˜n,β
„ż 8
0
hprqe´2r2β´2r2rd`2n`1dr
2
,
which is positive if h ‰ 0 P L2pfq with fprq :“ rd`1e´2r2β´2r2 , because by Lemma A.9, the set of functions
spant1, r2, r4, ¨ ¨ ¨ u is complete in L2pR`, fq. Note that supp f “ supp ρ “ R`, so h ‰ 0 P L2pfq when
h ‰ 0 P L2pρq.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1 with Φprq “ r2β . Since β P r1{2, 1s and the density of pr012, r013q is ppu, vq, it
follows from Proposition 4.2 that the process prt12, rt13q is stationary with distribution ppu, vq. Then, the
coercivity condition is equivalent to that
I :“ Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q
xrt12, rt13y
|rt12||rt13|
s ą 0
for any h ‰ 0 P L2pρq, where ρ is the stationary probability density of |rt12|. Note that
I “ 1
Z
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hp|u|qhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| e
´ 2
3
p|u|2β`|v|2β`|u´v|2βqdudv.
Then we can conclude the theorem by Proposition 4.7.
Remark 4.8. We point out that the requirement β P p0, 1s is to ensure that the stationary density ppu, vq is
a positive-definite kernel. When β ą 1, the above method does no longer work, because ppu, vq is not positive-
definite as shown in Lemma 4.5. The requirement β ě 1
2
is to ensure that the drift term is continuous, so
that a strong solution exists. When β ă 1
2
, the drift is moderately singular, the existence of a solution is
open [31, 23].
4.3 General interaction potentials
The “comparison to a Gaussian kernel” technique in Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.7 can be generalized
to prove the coercivity condition for a large class of interaction functions. The following lemma provides the
key element in such a generalization.
Lemma 4.9. Let Φ be a potential in (1.4) and let ρprq be the distribution of |U | with pU, V q having a joint
distribution ppu, vq “ 1
Z
e´
2
3
rΦp|u|q`Φp|v|q`Φp|u´v|qs. Then,
I “
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
hp|u|qhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| e
´rΦp|u|q`Φp|v|q`Φp|u´v|qsdudv ą 0
for any 0 ‰ h P L2pρq.
Proof. Rewrite the integral as
I “
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|u|qe´ 23Φp|u|qsrhp|v|qe´ 23Φp|v|qs xu, vy|u||v| e
´ 2
3
a|u´v|2β´ 2
3
Φ0p|u´v|qdudv
“
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|u|qrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| e´ 23a|u´v|2β` 23 rΦp|u´v|qdudv,
where rhprq “ hprqe´ 23Φprq´ 23Φ0prq and
rΦpu, vq :“ Φ0p|u|q ` Φ0p|v|q ´ Φ0p|u ´ v|q.
Since Φ0p|u ´ v|q is negative definite, by Theorem A.3, rΦpu, vq is positive-definite. Also, by Lemma 4.5,
xu, vye´ 23a|u´v|2β is positive-definite. Hence, by Lemma 4.6, we have
I ě
ż
Rd
ż
Rd
rhp|u|qrhp|v|q xu, vy|u||v| e´ 23a|u´v|2βdudv.
Then the strictly positive-definiteness follows from Proposition 4.7.
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 . The case when Φprq “ r2β is proved in the previous section. For general potential
Φ, the proof is similar. In fact, since β P r1{2, 1s and Φ0 is smooth, the process prt12, rt13q is stationary with
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invariant density ppu, vq. Then, Erhp|rt12|qhp|rt13|q xr
t
12
,rt
13
y
|rt
12
||rt
13
| s is the same as the integral I in Lemma 4.9, so
the coercivity condition follows. We conclude the proof.
We provide a few examples of negative definite radial kernels and the related positive kernels.
Lemma 4.10. For 0 ă α ď 2, 0 ă γ ď 1 and a ě 0, the following kernels are negative definite:
Φ1p|u´ v|q “ pa` |u´ v|αqγ ;
Φ2p|u´ v|q “ logr1` pa` |u´ v|αqγs.
For any c ą 0 and any integer k ě 1, the following kernels are positive-definite:
e´cΦ1p|u´v|q, e´cΦ2p|u´v|q, Φ2p|u´ v|q´k.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, if 0 ď α ď 2, then |u´ v|α is a negative definite kernel. By definition of a negative
definite kernel a`|u´v|α is also negative definite for any a P R. By Theorem A.6, Φ1p|u´v|q “ pa`|u´v|αqγ
is also a negative definite kernel when 0 ă γ ď 1 and a ě 0.
Since Φ1p|u´ u|q “ aγ ě 0, by Theorem A.6, logp1` Φ1p|u´ v|qq “ Φ2p|u´ v|q is negative definite.
The positive-definiteness of e´cΦ1p|u´v|q and e´cΦ2p|u´v|q follows directly from Theorem A.5. The kernel
Φ2p|u ´ v|q´k is positive-definite becauseż 8
0
e´sΦ2p|u´v|qds “ 1
Φ2p|u ´ v|q
and because that the product of positive-definite kernels are positive-definite.
Proposition 4.11. Assume that the series
Φ1prq “ c0 `
8ÿ
j“1
cj log r1` paj ` rαj qγj s ´
´8ÿ
j“´1
cjrlogp1` paj ` rαj qγj qs´kj (4.5)
Φ2prq “
8ÿ
i“1
c1irpa1i ` rα
1
i qγ1is ´
´8ÿ
i“´1
c1ir1` pa1i ` rα
1
i qγ1is´βi (4.6)
converge for every r P R`, where the coefficients satisfy the following conditions
1. aj ě 0, a1i ě 0, cj ě 0, c1i ě 0 for i, j ‰ 0 and
2. 0 ă γi ď 1, αj , α1i P r1, 2s for i, j ‰ 0, and
3. βj ą 0 and kj ě 1 is a positive integer for each j.
Let K : R` ˆ R` Ñ R be an integral kernel defined in (4.3) with ppu, vq defined in (1.5) and with
Φprq “ Φ1prq ` Φ2prq. (4.7)
Then Kpr, sq is a positive-definite kernel. Furthermore, if there exists i0 ě 1, such that
a1i0 “ 0, γ1i0 “ 1, and c1i0 ą 0, (4.8)
then the coercivity condition holds true on L2pρq for the system (2.1) with potential Φ in (4.7), if it starts
from pr012, r013q with a joint density ppu, vq in (1.5), where ρ is the distribution of |r012|.
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 4.10 that K is positive-definite. Note that with the above conditions,
the drift term is smooth and dominated by a term r2β with β “ α1i0{2 P r1{2, 1s, so the system leads to a
stationary process prt12, rt13q. It follows from Lemma 4.9 that the coercivity condition holds true.
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A Appendix
A.1 Positive-definite integral kernels
In this section, we review the definitions of positive and negative definite kernels, as well as their basic
properties. The following definition is a real version of the definition in [30, p.67].
Definition A.1. Let X be a nonempty set. A function K : X ˆ X Ñ R is called a (real) positive-definite
kernel iff it is symmetric (i.e. Kpx, yq “ Kpy, xq) and
nÿ
j,k“1
cjckKpxj , xkq ě 0 (A.1)
for all n P N, tx1, . . . , xnu P X and tc1, . . . , cnu P R. We call the function φ a (real) negative definite kernel
iff it is symmetric and
nÿ
j,k“1
cjckKpxj , xkq ď 0 (A.2)
for all n ě 2, tx1, . . . , xnu P X and tc1, . . . , cnu P R with
řn
j“1 cj “ 0.
Remark. In [30, p.67], a function K : Xˆ XÑ C is defined to be positive-definite iff
nÿ
j,k“1
cjckKpxj , xkq ě 0 (A.3)
for all n P N, tx1, . . . , xnu P X and tc1, . . . , cnu P C, where c denotes the complex conjugate of a complex
number c. It is straightforward to check that when φ is real-valued and symmetric, the definitions (A.1)
and (A.3) are equivalent. Similarly, In the definition of negative definiteness in [30, p.67], a function K :
Xˆ XÑ C is negative definite iff it is Hermitian (i.e. Kpx, yq “ Kpy, xq) and
nÿ
j,k“1
cjckKpxj , xkq ď 0 (A.4)
for all n ě 2, tx1, . . . , xnu P X and tc1, . . . , cnu P C with
řn
j“1 cj “ 0. We can again check that when φ
is real-valued, the definitions (A.2) and (A.4) are equivalent. In this paper, we only consider real-valued,
symmetric kernels.
Theorem A.2 (Properties of positive-definite kernels). Suppose that k, k1, k2 : XˆX Ă RdˆRd Ñ R
are positive-definite kernels. Then
1. c1k1 ` c2k2 is positive-definite, for c1, c2 ě 0
2. k1k2 is positive-definite. ([30, p.69])
3. exppkq is positive-definite. ([30, p.70])
4. kpfpuq, fpvqq is positive-definite for any map f : Rd Ñ Rd
5. Inner product xu, vy “ řdj“1 ujvj is positive-definite ([30, p.73])
6. fpuqfpvq is positive-definite for any function f : XÑ R ([30, p.69]).
7. If kpu, vq is measurable and integrable, then ť kpu, vqdudv ě 0 ([32, p.524])
Theorem A.3. [30, Theorem 3.1.17] Let K : Xˆ XÑ R be symmetric. Then K is positive-definite iff
detpKpxj , xkqj,kďnq ě 0
for all n P N and all tx1, . . . , xnu Ď X.
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Theorem A.4. [30, Lemma 3.2.1] Let X be a nonempty set, x0 P X and let ψ : XˆXÑ R be a symmetric
kernel. Put Kpx, yq :“ ψpx, x0q `ψpy, x0q ´ψpx, yq ´ψpx0, x0q. Then K is positive-definite iff ψ is negative
definite.
Theorem A.5. Let X be a nonempty set and let ψ : XˆXÑ R be a kernel. Then ψ is negative definite iff
expp´tψq is positive-definite for all t ą 0.
Proof. The complex version of this theorem is proved in Theorem 3.2.2 of of [30]. The real version can be
proved in a similar way.
Theorem A.6. If ψ : X ˆ X Ñ R is negative definite and ψpx, xq ě 0, then so are ψα for 0 ă α ă 1 and
logp1` ψq.
Proof. The complex version of this theorem is proved in Theorem 3.2.10 of [30]. The real version can be
proved in a similar way.
Theorem A.7. [30, Proposition 3.3.2] Let X be nonempty and ψ : XˆXÑ C be negative definite. Assume
tpx, yq P Xˆ X, ψpx, yq “ 0u “ tpx, xq : x P Xu, then ?ψ is a metric on X.
A.2 Mu¨ntz-type theorems on half-line
We recall first the following theorem on the completeness of ttanu in weighted L2 space on unbounded
domain (see [33, 34] and see [35, 36] for recent developments ).
Theorem A.8. Let ak be positive numbers, such that ak`1 ´ ak ě d ą 0, pk “ 1, 2, . . .q, and let
logψprq “
#
2
ř
akăr
1
ak
, if r ą a1
2
a1
, if r ď a1.
Then te´ttaku is complete in L2p0,8q iff ş8
1
ψprq
r
dr “ 8.
Lemma A.9. The set of functions tr2k, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u is complete in L2pr0,8q, ρq for any probability density
ρ such that suprą0 ρprqe2r ă 8.
Proof. Let ak “ 2k for k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . We define the function logpψprqq “ 2
ř
akăr
1
ak
, if r ą a1, and
logpψprqq “ 2
a1
if r ď a1. Note that 2
ř
akăr
1
ak
“ řtr{2uk“1 1k ą lnptr{2uq. Then ψprq ě r and ş81 ψprqr2 “ 8. We
conclude that te´tt2k, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u is complete in L2p0,8q by Theorem A.8.
To show that tr2k, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u is complete in L2pρq, assume that xhprq, r2kyL2pρq “ 0 for all k ě 1.
Then ż 8
0
hprqρprqerr2ke´rdr “
ż 8
0
hprqr2kρprqdr “ 0
for all k. This implies that hprqρprqer “ 0 in L2r0,8q (note that hprqρprqer P L2r0,8q because suprą0 ρprqe2r ă
8). Hence hprqρprq “ 0 almost everywhere, and h “ 0 in L2pr0,8q, ρq.
A.3 Stationary measure for a gradient system
Lemma A.10. Suppose H : Rn Ñ R is locally Lipschitz and lim|x|Ñ8Hpxq “ `8 so that Z “
ş
Rn
e´2Hpxqdx ă
8. Then ppxq “ 1
Z
e´2Hpxq is an invariant density to gradient system
dXt “ ´∇HpXtqdt` dBt,
where pBtq is an n-dimensional standard Brownian motion.
Proof. It follows directly by showing that ppxq is a stationary solution to the Kolmogorov forward equation,
1
2
∆p`∇ ¨ pp∇Hq “ 0.
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